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Christmas Quiz VII 

 
All questions are cryptic clues to surnames of MPs. Clues relate solely to the name and have no 

connection (real or implied) to any characteristic, act or opinions of the MP in question.  

A list of MPs is available here: http://www.parliament.uk/mps-lords-and-offices/mps/ 

Also available electronically from www.igmansfield.co.uk; answers will be available on the website 

from Epiphany with honour and glory to the highest scoring individual/team. Answers may be sent to 

me by email or through the website.  

This quiz is not endorsed by or formally connected to the UK Parliament in any way. 

 

No. Clue Answer 

1 A sandwich filling that could outwit you  

2 Weighs just as much in summer  

3 Mary had a small one  

4 Encountered a young cow where the sun rises  

5 Carried by a mapmaker  

6 Not a bad woman  

7 Anne’s singularly green home lacks a centre  

8 Sounds like he belongs to an Anglican priest  

9 This hole should be completed in 6.63x10-34 strokes  

10 Midway between Jupiter and the Holy Spirit  

11 Violins sound sweetly in this valley  

12 Male cat, fifty, swallowed by parent’s boy  

13 One of a yellow family  

14 American author thickens about the middle as he loses his way  

15 The stamp shop is healthy  

16 Not wireless  

17 Perpendicular pronoun in a Phoenician city  

18 This rock would make a good pillow  

19 Near Harris  

20 Winning serve in squash?  

21 Like a false peak, but longer  

22 New England university bridges gap between sulphur and hydrogen   

23 Tyres with less grip do this  

24 Home of the red rose  

25 He doubts  

26 Poetic forerunner of Depression-era economist  

27 To all men at Christmas  

28 1,000,000 church instruments  

29 The first of that of which you would give your last  

30 Animal home on the red planet  

31 Stream swollen by glacial melt  

32 A turbulent priest  

33 Child of a southern victory  

34 Lacking fifty, ponder the Netherlands  

35 Ascending bird in the politically correct Year of Our Lord  

36 Dark and satanic  

37 To not bat  

38 His law is one of misfortune  

39 Perhaps an expensive ancient perfume  

40 Shattered county  

41 Witchwoman inverts Europe  

42 Meat from pig reared in underground lair  

43 Sounds as though he has not drunk enough milk  

44 Hairless victory  

45 Mechanic’s terse acknowledgement that the MOT has been passed  

46 The king of birds  

47 Mahogany, for example  

48 His companion would never let you miss a train  
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49 This amphibian is not off  

50 Glamorganshire or Monmouthshire, perhaps?  

51 Country of dollars  

52 Turbulent river crossing  

53 Describes a bud in No. 59  

54 Dragonslayer  

55 For a bald man’s tonic  

56 Source of milk at DTI’s successor without reform?  

57 Fraud perpetrated on hopeful arts students  

58 Scottish exhortation to know one’s lentils  

59 Question mother  

60 Command a friend to stand  

61 Red-faced, without question  

62 The Great, before a shadow fell upon this forest  

63 Overcooked pork  

64 The executioner’s remedy for a cold in the head  

65 A friend of Foggy  

66 More precipitous  

67 What a nu would do with its teeth  

68 Without you and me, resurrection man’s exclamation at the Women’s 

Institute in Prague 

 

69 A French bad high temperature Egyptian sun god  

70 Bob depluralises from the wrong end  

71 Outside the motte  

72 Sits at a round table  

73 Hundred Acre owl almost left standing as train departs  

74 Cooked pig moved quickly, confused  

75 Not tidy  

76 Ringer found in tent  

77 Digital delivery vehicles  

78 Cow greets a drop of sun  

79 Compounds smelling of pineapple drops are not off  

80 American expresses surprise at a lime tree  

81 Potter girl without example  

82 His tiling does not tessellate  

83 Choose Mr Miserables  

84 Goldilocks’s foes swallow fifty  

85 No slave  

86 Gently tap Cockney woman’s child  

87 Canadian city questions  

88 Note preceding Dutch financial company  

89 Musically loud draft animal  

90 The second man rubbing in the tub  

91 French pig world without exponential  

92 Sagacious organ is without ease  

93 Danger of legume  

94 University river flows before hospital drama is broadcast  

95 Command unity  

96 0.1% of an orchestra  

97 Thinking ‘not’ is not applicable  

98 Solo rooster  

99 Allow to triumph  

100 Proverbially, not Margaret Thatcher  

 


